…some processes have been completely automated

Automation has been achieved by various means including mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical,
electronic devices and computers, usually in combination. Complicated systems, such as modern
factories, airplanes and ships typically use all these combined techniques



Futures in single controler

Auxiliary voltage and
power factor regulation



Generator measurement : U, I, Hz, kW, kVAr, kVA,



PF, kWh, kVAhr

On controller is eventbased history (up to



Mains measurement: U, I, Hz, kW, kVAr, PF

4000 records) and pre mortem history (50 records)



Gathers all the signals from turbine, oil hydraulic

what enables exact root definition of a problem

unit,

pipeline,

intake,

generator,

transformer,



switchgear and ambient


Generator protection: 3 phase integrated generator

commissioning tests or problem analyzation


protections (U + f), IDMT overcurrent + Shortcurrent
protection, Overload protection, Reverse power pro-



points


Mains protection: 3 phase integrated mains protections (U + f), Vector shift protection, Phase rotation
and phase sequence protection, BDEW require-






setpoints. Smart phone and Internet browser scada
for monitoring of a process


Energy and process meter for machine aged observation, statistic and maintenance planning



automatization

for

each

turbine,

turbines and performs power sharing


Sychronoscop with frequency, voltage and phase
window regulation

Independent

however it gathers available information from other

values available for programing. Program enables


Time base logger of all values for local personal
computer in table or in graph presentation

PLC with all binary, analogue, electrical and process
best operation of power plant in any situation

Local and remote scada on personal computer for
monitoring and control of a process and change of

Process protection: All binary and analog inputs configured for various protection of devices

Remote access over Internet enables monitoring of
all values, changing setpoints and reprogramming

ments


Detachable colour and touch display enables monitoring and control of a process and change of set-

rator current unbalance, Voltage asymmetry, Power


Alarm list with messaging for diagnostic and informing about power plant state

tection, Earth fault protection, Excitation loss, Genefactor, ROCOF, Temperature monitoring

Fast Scope recording of values in controller for

Reduced number of peripheral components and
communications



Space efficient system fits in a single Metal encloser

Operating considerations


Parallel operation with the public grid in accordance with the
requirements of the domestic electro-distribution



Completely automatic local or remote operation without a permanent crew



The power plant’s control equipment enables a remote control
of the power



Completely automatic local operation to always ensure the
ecologically acceptable flow. (If flow is approaching the limit
value, the unit reduce its power and shut-down if so required)



Automatic restart in case of grid failure

Control, signaling, measurement and



Activation (trip) of the generator circuit breaker and SHPP

protection equipment

shut-down at the external control box if the grid system opera-



Unit start-up

tor needs to separate the SHPP from the grid



Normal shut-down

Regulation of the pressure regulating and turbine bypass val-



Quick shutdown (emergency shut-down)

ve. In the event of any kind of turbine shutdown, the turbine



Turbine regulation

regulator synchronously opens the PRV and there by additio-



Measurement and indication of basic



nally reduce the increase in unit’s pressure and overspeed


operating parameters

Regulation of the water flow to the power plant downstream in



Signal acquisition

case of unit’s shut-down or down-time. Usingt he pressure



Optical/acoustic indication of mechani-

regulation valve (PRV) in the powerhouse


cal protection alarms

In addition to operating settings, the software enable simple



Electrical protection

changing of the more detailed operating parameters



Manual unit control



Completely automatic unit control



Diagnostics of all circuits and electrical
protection of the generator and the
electrical equipment



The correct functioning of the PRV valve
is also ensured

24V rectifier and distribution of DC auxiliary power supply consumers


The supply system is pre-set for use in systems with a sealed lead acid battery



The control unit enables adjusting the charging voltage with regard to the temperature and according to the battery
manufacturer’s recommendations



A sine inverter approx. 300 W is normally installed in the rectifier’s cubicle to supply power to the modern telecommunication equipment and other demanding consumers



The system includes protection and control functions which enable a fully automatic operation and maintaining the
battery in an optimal condition



System control electronics controls and report the condition of all battery and system parameters



The rectifier is installed in a free-standing metal cubicle (powder coated, 100 mm pedestal, natural air-cooling,
protected from overheating by limiting the output power)





Local signalisation and measurements:


LED signalisation on rectifier modules



Indication of all parameters and conditions, and LED signalisation on the control unit



Voltmeter and ammeter (indicators for DC branch-off) on the front side of the rectifier

Remote signalization:


Voltage-free contact (rectifier fault and disturbance – configurable delaye, inverter fault and ground fault on
DC system)



TCP/IP: Ethernet (WEB - online access, e-mail, SNMP (NMS), Modbus)



Programmable voltage converters 4-20 mA for transferring
system voltage meter readings
and current converters 4-20 mA
for transferring consumer current meter readings
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